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➢ROUTE protocol
➢ATSC 3.0 transport protocol for streaming and file delivery
➢DASH streaming – sequence of video objects
➢NRT file delivery – each file is an object
➢FOTA, map updates, multimedia files, etc.

➢RaptorQ codes
➢Coding to protect against packet loss in object delivery
➢Complementary to physical layer error-correcting codes

➢Physical layer error-correcting codes
➢Coding to protect against errors in packets
➢Uncorrectable errors in packet à packet loss

ATSC 3.0    A/331



FOTA, map update, multimedia file

Digital file -- partitioned into sequence of packet size pieces for delivery



Clean broadcast environment
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➢Physical layer provisioned for 95% coverage
➢Shadowing causes packet loss in remaining 5% coverage 

➢100 MB FOTA
➢10,000 pieces – each piece 10 KB

➢Transmission timing strategy
➢Transmit in short time bursts spread over the day
➢Avoid automobiles always stuck in shadows during transmission
➢Maximize chance of automobiles receiving 95% of sent pieces

➢Goal
➢Reliable FOTA broadcast delivery to 99.9% of automobiles
➢Remaining 0.1% of automobiles can use unicast

FOTA example



RaptorQ properties

Size of piece: [1 byte – 64 KB]
Typically sized to fit packet



RaptorQ properties

Number of source pieces: [1 – 56,403]



RaptorQ properties

As many repair pieces as needed 
Can be generated on the fly



RaptorQ properties

Any K received pieces can be used to recover K source pieces

K source pieces
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RaptorQ properties

Any K received pieces can be used to recover K source pieces

K source pieces
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Encode Decode with no overhead Decode with 5% overhead

Speed* of CodornicesRQ
Performance of release 2 on x86-64 platform 

(AMD Ryzen 2600 @3.4GHz)
Piece size = 1280 bytes

*There will be substantial improvements in future releases
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Speed* of CodornicesRQ
Performance of release 2 on ARM platform 

(Cortex-A53 (ARMv8) 64-bit SoC @ 1.4GHz)
Piece size = 1280 bytes

*There will be substantial improvements in future releases



➢Carousel is the obvious strategy
➢Repeat sending pieces in a cyclic fashion
➢Coupon collector problem – many full cycles will be needed
➢Automobiles keep missing same piece

➢Using RaptorQ is an optimal strategy
➢Send RaptorQ encoded-data
➢Automobiles can recover as soon as they receive enough pieces

What to send?
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What to send?

RaptorQ: Can recover (received 4 pieces)

Carousel: Can’t recover (still missing       )



➢Carousel
➢Transmit 500 MB to achieve goal 

➢RaptorQ
➢Transmit 110 MB to achieve goal 

➢Over 4 times less transmission using RaptorQ

➢Goal
➢FOTA of size 100 MB
➢Reliable FOTA broadcast delivery to 99.9% of automobiles
➢Remaining 0.1% of automobiles can use unicast

FOTA comparison
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Thank you!

Go to www.codornices.info
for more information

http://www.codornices.info/

